ORGANIC FARMING MOVES
TOWARD MAINSTREAM AMERICA
By:JANE E. BRODY
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UTZTOWN, Pa.— To many
“American farming is more than the most productive
people, organic farming
system ever created. The vast production hides the
means overpriced, anemicfact the farming on that pattern is also the most
looking fruits and vegetables sold in
health food stores. But to the staff of
destructive of all systems.’’
the Rodale Research Center here, it
is an economic and environmental
necessity - a means of assuring the According to Mr. Rodale, relief from just replacing nitrogen fertilizer with
continued production of an adequate dependence on such substances is manure or compost or substituting
food supply at the lowest possible even more important in developing natural pesticides for synthetic ones,’’
countries, where few can afford the Dr. Liebhardt explained.
cost to farmers and their land.
costly chemicals and concurrent
Rather, the Rodale concept for the
Farms are now falling like weeds depletion of the soil.
under a cultivator to the financial In recent years, organic farming has 80’s and beyond is ‘’regenerative’’
squeeze placed on them by modern made dramatic gains, moving from agriculture, techniques that will not
agriculture, which depends heavily the long-haired, back-to-nature folks only halt current losses but also will
on costly synthetic fertilizers of the 1960's into the mainstream of actually rebuild the land and assure
and pesticides. The concomitant American farming and agricultural its continued productive capacity.
exploitation of the natural resources research. The Rodale center estimates ‘’Farming today now ‘mines’ the soil,’’
that helped make this country's that about 30,000 commercial said John Haberern, director of the
agriculture the world's most farmers are now running organic 8-year-old research center. ‘’Our goal
productive suggests a day when the operations in a number of states, is to leave the soil better in the end
United States will no longer be able including Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, than when we started out.’’
to feed itself, let alone the millions Nebraska, California and New York.
The studies here have also gone
elsewhere its foods now sustain.
On a recent visit to the center’s beyond merely demonstrating that
As Robert Rodale, who established experimental plots, scientists from foods can be grown without artificial
the research center with profits from the United States Department of additions. Today the emphasis is
the prolific Rodale Press, put it: Agriculture and from the New York on how a farmer can put organic
''American farming is more than the State College of Agriculture and Life techniques into practice ‘’without
most productive system ever created. Sciences at Cornell University were losing his shirt,’’ Dr. Haberern said.
The vast production hides the fact taking measurements in the Rodale ‘’We are trying to show farmers how
the farming on that pattern is also fields. ‘’A few years ago you would to go from total to less to no reliance
never have seen that on our hallowed on chemicals in a profitable way.’’
the most destructive of
organic ground,’’ Dr. Liebhardt said
all systems.''
with a satisfied smile. “Now we
The researchers realize that few
Each year six billion tons of have a steady stream of researchers farmers are willing to sacrifice
American topsoil is lost to erosion. from universities and governmental income for environmental principles
or the promise of future benefits.
And no one believes it is healthy to laboratories doing studies here.’’
Rather, they want to do at least as well
consume foods and water that may
Actually, the studies today rarely and hopefully better financially by
be contaminated with herbicides,
insecticides and cancer-causing if ever invoke the word ‘’organic,’’ converting to an organic operation.
organic chemicals formed from which the Rodale team says is a
limited concept that carries a lot of
fertilizer runoff.
unnecessary baggage. ‘’We’re not
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Ways to Go Organic

the soil before the next cash crop
is sown. Dr. Haberern deplored the
attention being given to so-called
ence, the main intent of conservation tillage, in which land
Rodale's current research is not plowed to reduce erosion but
is on economically viable lots of herbicides are used to keep
ways to switch from conventional weeds down.
to organic farming. On 15 acres of
cropland leased from a local grain ‘’It’s a technique being pushed by the
farmer who for years had used herbicide producers,’’ he said. The
standard chemically dependent Rodale studies, he added, indicate
techniques, the researchers are ex- that a more effective approach is to
ploring the total economic effects plant on ridges, tilling just the top
of three different approaches tested of the ridge, since the less the soil is
over a period of five years.
worked up, the fewer weeds grow.

H

One approach simulates a
combination cattle-grain farm in
which manure is used to fertilize
the land. The second relies on plant
material alone as fertilizer, primarily
by growing nitrogen- fixing plants
along with the cash crop. The third
uses standard chemical methods
to produce the grain. The crops
are tended and harvested with
conventional machinery.
A major aspect of the studies is to
determine which approach produces the best yields for the Legumes
for Erosion Control Weed control
is another focus of the Rodale research. Thus far the studies indicate
that although weeds are four to five
times more prolific when no herbicides are used, the crop yields are
the same or higher.
To control erosion, researchers are
testing the effectiveness of planting
legumes among still- growing corn.
The legumes provide cover all winter, grow again in the spring and
then are plowed under to enrich

In the Rodale studies, if a farmer
goes ''cold turkey'' into growing
corn organically, he can expect
yields to be 40 percent lower the
first two years. By the third year,
the deficit is 10 percent and by the
fourth only 7 percent. ''But the net
return to the farmer is 10 to 25
percent higher because he has not
had to buy pesticides or fertilizer,''
Dr. Liebhardt said.

A less dramatic loss in yield occurs
when oats, barley or wheat are
grown with red clover, a legume that
supplies nitrogen to the soil. ''And
‘’The conventional approach to if the farmer starts with soybeans,
agriculture is to dominate nature,’’ he can expect yields comparable to
Dr. Liebhardt said. ‘’Our approach those attained with chemicals, but
is to work with nature.’’ And while at far less cost, so his net return
Dr. Haberern acknowledged that is actually much higher,'' Doctor.
regenerative farming is not the Liebhardt said.
answer to every farmer’s problem,
a survey of more than 800 farmers
When manure is available from
who had made the conversion cattle raised on the farm, yields
revealed that, for 83 percent, their can be even better than with comincome was the same or better when mercial fertilizer. This year, the mafarming organically.
nure-nourished corn stood a full
foot higher than the conventional
So far, four years into the study, crop by early July, although both
the results indicate that although crops were planted at the same time.
in some instances crop yields may Dr. Liebhardt explained that pestibe lower when converting to an cides used on the conventional crop
organic system, total income is tend to burn the plant and that soil
likely to be higher because costs are without manure is harder, so less
much lower. In other words, what water gets in. By the third year of the
the farmer loses in cash for his grain study, the organically grown corn
is more than made up for by the was producing higher yields than
money he does not have to spend to the chemically treated test crop.
produce it.

“The conventional approach to agriculture is to
dominate nature, our approach is to work with nature.’’
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